
ELECTRA GARCIA
CASE

 

Prior CRB Findings and Recommendations Report: This is a document produced by
the CRB Field Manager after the first CRB review of this case on 5/12/22.
Family Report: This is the case plan for the family, provided by ODHS. Note the date
of the family report. This document contains more recent information than that
contained in the prior CRB Findings and Recommendations report because it was
written later.
Relative Search Document: This records the agency's diligent relative search efforts.
Placement History: This is the record of all placements (or in other words,
foster/resource homes) that the child has been in during this case.

The following is a sample CRB case packet for the hypothetical case of the Garcia family.
Imagine this packet was provided to you before the second CRB review about 12 months
into the case, which is scheduled to occur on 11/10/22. A real CRB case packet would
likely be longer and include more documents, but this case packet has been reduced for
training purposes.

Documents in this case packet:
1.

2.

3.
4.

As you read this sample case in preparation for conducting a mock CRB review, you may
find it helpful to take notes on a printed Case Notes Sheet. You may also find it helpful to
reference the "Where to Find What Information" guide which discusses what you can
expect to find in the various documents in a CRB case packet, and the "Findings
Questions" guide which shows sample lines of questioning appropriate for each finding.



 
 
 
 
 

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE STATE OF OREGON 
FOR THE COUNTY OF FLINT 

 
In the Matter of Case No: 
ELECTRA L GARCIA 21JU12345 

 

 
a child CITIZEN REVIEW BOARD (CRB) 
 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Citizen Review Board Flint 1 Date Entered Care: 10/28/21 
Date of Review: 05/12/22 Date of Jurisdiction: 12/31/21 
Permanency Plan: Reunification ODHS Number:   DHS345678 
Concurrent Plan: Adoption Date of Birth:  10/21/08 
 
Board Members Present: Maria Villareal, Selma Kerry, Liam Long, Allison Nolan, and Gary 
Owen.  
 
Others Present:  Tracy Lee, ODHS Caseworker; Lydia Garcia, Mother; Jon Garcia, Father; 
Resource Parent for Electra; Harrison Parker, Attorney for Electra; William Jones, Attorney for 
Ms. Garcia; Beverly Smith, Attorney for Mr. Garcia; Teresa Schmitt, CASA; Sue Land, CRB 
Field Manager. 
 
Information Considered by the Board: Family Report, 4/1/22; Ongoing Safety Plan; Ongoing 
Visit and Contact Plan; Assessment Summary; Protective Custody Report, 10/28/21; Judgment 
of Jurisdiction and Disposition, 12/31/21; Shelter Order, 10/29/21; Petition, 10/28/21; Father’s 
Questionnaire; Verification of ICWA Eligibility; Action Agreements, 1/2/22; Mental Health 
Assessment; CANS Assessment; Placement History.  
 
Basis for Jurisdiction: 
 
4A: The mother’s substance abuse, if left untreated, interferes with her ability to safely parent.  
4B: The child has emotional, mental health, and/or behavioral problems that require structure, 
supervision, and treatment. The mother needs the assistance of the court and the agency to 
develop parenting skills to safely meet the child’s needs. 
 
4C: The father’s substance abuse, if left untreated, interferes with his ability to safely parent.  
4D: The child has emotional, mental health, and/or behavioral problems that require structure, 
supervision, and treatment. The father needs the assistance of the court and the agency to 
develop parenting skills to safely meet the child’s needs.  
4E: The father subjected the mother to domestic violence in the presence of the child, creating a 
threat of harm to the child. 
 
ICWA Status: Does not apply, because: There is not a reason to know this child is an Indian 
child. Ms. Garcia and Mr. Garcia completed ODHS Form 1270, the Indian Child Welfare Act 
(ICWA) verification forms, indicating they do not have Native American or Alaskan Native 
ancestry. At the review, parties reported no reason to know Electra is an Indian child.  



 
The Board Made the Following Findings and Recommendations at the Review:  
 
FINDINGS Yes No 
1. ODHS made reasonable efforts to prevent or eliminate the need 

for removal of the youth from the home. 

Background: 
According to ODHS records, a call of concern was received on 10/1/21 
reporting parental substance abuse, domestic violence between the 
parents involving Electra, possible physical abuse of Electra, and 
neglect of Electra’s medical/mental health needs. Electra had 
disclosed physical abuse to a friend who made the call to ODHS, but 
recanted thereafter, and that was not pursued. 

ODHS conducted a child safety assessment and attempted an in-
home safety plan which was not successful. 

ODHS’s efforts to prevent or eliminate the need for removing 
Electra from the home: ODHS conducted a child safety assessment, 
offered substance abuse treatment referrals to both parents, worked to 
get Electra reengaged in mental health treatment, offered parents a 
referral to a parenting class for parents of LGBTQ+ kids, attempted in-
home safety plan. 

No further reasonable efforts on the part of ODHS could have 
eliminated the need for placement in foster care, in that: The in-home 
safety plan failed when the parents declined to participate in any 
services, continued to abuse substances, and continued to decline to 
take Electra to mental health appointments or fill Electra’s medication 
prescription. Electra reported Mr. and Ms. Garcia blamed Electra for 
ODHS involvement, and for the stress the family was under. Electra 
ran away from home 9 days into the in-home safety plan after another 
incidence of domestic violence in the home. Electra went to the 
emergency room expressing suicidal intent and refused to go home 
with either parent.  

X  

2. ODHS has made diligent efforts to place the youth with a relative 
or a person who has a caregiver relationship. 

Electra moved into a specially certified non-relative placement a month 
ago on 4/13/22. This home was identified through contacts from 
Electra’s LGBTQ+ youth group. 

Prior to that placement, Electra was in a different nonrelative home, 
but it was not a good fit. The resource parents asked that Electra be 
moved after Electra snuck out of the house with the family’s 12-year-
old daughter in the middle of the night and did not return for several 
hours, during which time the children’s whereabouts were unknown. 

ODHS’s efforts to locate a relative placement include: Initiating a 
relative search. A maternal relative who resides out-of-state reports an 
interest in being a long-term resource if needed. No in-state relatives 

X  



FINDINGS Yes No 
have responded to the relative search at this time.  

3A. ODHS has ensured that appropriate services are in place to 
safeguard the youth’s safety, health and well-being. 

Reason for “no” finding: Electra’s CANS assessor recommended 
Electra be assessed for a 504 Plan to address difficulties Electra has 
been facing in the educational environment as a result of several 
mental health diagnoses, but ODHS did not follow through. Electra’s 
dentist recommended an orthodontic assessment to address a 
legitimate medical issue that is causing Electra pain, and ODHS did 
not follow through as required (OAR 413-015-0465). The agency has 
not provided a Supervision Plan to Electra’s resource parents as 
required (OAR 413-020-0233). 

Electra, age 13, enjoys making electronic music, skateboarding, and 
baking. Electra uses they/them/their pronouns and identifies as 
nonbinary. Electra participates in a LGBTQ+ youth group which they 
report is a huge support. Electra’s placement is with a mentor from this 
LGBTQ+ group who has fostered children previously but was specially 
certified for Electra. 

Safety: 
ODHS has continued to make at least monthly contact with Electra 
and has not noted any safety concerns in the resource home.  

Although there have been safety concerns for Electra due to suicidal 
ideation, there have been no such reports in the few weeks since this 
new placement began. Electra’s attorney and CASA report no current 
safety concerns and indicate Electra seems to really be settling into 
the new placement, although acknowledge that this could just be a 
“honeymoon” period as well. Electra’s incidences of sneaking out and 
skipping school have been decreasing, and there have been no 
reports of Electra fighting or self-harming since entering foster care.  

Mr. Parker states Electra was invited to the CRB today but did not 
wish to participate due to school. Mr. Parker reports Electra is enjoying 
the current resource home and feels safe/supported there. 

Health: 
Electra completed a mental health and CANS (Child and Adolescent 
Needs and Strengths) assessment on 12/15/21, receiving an 
enhanced supervision level of 3 out of 3. ODHS has not provided the 
resource parents with the required Supervision Plan. The CANS 
assessment recommended ongoing outpatient mental health 
treatment to focus on symptoms of PTSD and anxiety, and to have 
Electra assessed for a 504 Plan. Electra was able to re-engage with 
the therapist they were seeing previously and has been attending 
counseling twice a week. The therapist recently reduced the 
counseling to once per week (as of last week) due to Electra’s 
stabilization and progress, with the option to increase appointments if 

 X 



FINDINGS Yes No 
needed. Electra sees a psychiatrist for medication management 
monthly as well. Electra takes one medication for anxiety and sleep. 

According to ODHS records, Electra had a medical exam on 11/19/21 
and a dental exam on 12/7/21. The dentist recommended Electra be 
assessed by an orthodontist to correct a problem with bite alignment 
related to a cleft palate that was surgically corrected when Electra was 
a toddler. The dentist noted that the bite issue may be a cause of 
Electra’s periodic headaches. Ms. Lee states a referral to an 
orthodontist has not been made because she does not think OHP 
covers orthodontics. She states that headaches are a possible side 
effect of the medication that Electra takes, and that Electra has access 
to over-the-counter pain medications as needed to treat this. 

Well-Being: 
Electra is in the 7th grade at Washington High School. Electra is 
performing below grade level at this time, mostly due to missed 
assignments and classes. Electra has reported struggling with being 
overwhelmed at school and having anxiety attacks about failing 
assignments and tests. Last school year, their anxiety impacted their 
school success as Electra would frequently skip classes or leave 
school early. Testing was also a big issue as Electra felt huge 
pressure and would avoid entire school days. Electra has reported that 
online school during the pandemic was a bit better, and therefore 
elected to finish out this school year using an online option. Electra is 
receiving some special assistance from the school counselor and 
some teachers but does not have an IEP (Individual Education Plan) 
or a 504 Plan. Ms. Lee reports that although the CANS assessment 
recommended it, she has not requested that Electra be assessed for a 
504 Plan yet. 

Electra sees Mr. and Ms. Garcia weekly for an hour per visit, at the 
ODHS office. Mr. Garcia struggles to attend these due to various 
things such as other appointments, his work schedule, and illness but 
he will sometimes call during Ms. Garcia’s parenting time to check in. 
Parties report that Electra finds these visits awkward/challenging and 
tries to avoid them by feigning illness or making other plans. Electra 
reportedly loves Mr. and Ms. Garcia but does not want to have to 
return to their home, which Electra has described as scary and 
chaotic, and seems to feel that repairing their relationship may result in 
a quick reunification, which scares Electra. 

Electra’s aunt has reconnected and plans to visit Oregon as soon as 
Electra is out of school next month, so they can spend some time 
together. 

3B. ODHS has taken appropriate steps to ensure that 1) the 
substitute care provider is following the reasonable and prudent 
parent standard, and 2) the youth has/have regular, ongoing 
opportunities to engage in age appropriate or developmentally 

N/A  



FINDINGS Yes No 
appropriate activities. 

This finding only applies when the child is age 16 or older AND the 
current permanency plan is APPLA. 

4. ODHS made reasonable efforts to provide services to make it 
possible for the youth to safely return home. 

ODHS made referrals for all court-ordered services in a timely manner.   

ODHS referred both parents to substance abuse evaluation, ART 
(Addiction Recovery Team) services, UAs (Urine Analyses) to confirm 
sobriety, and a parenting class for parents of LGBTQ+ teenagers. A 
referral for family counseling was considered but Electra’s treatment 
team felt more time was needed in individual counseling before 
starting family counseling. Parents signed Action Agreements on 
3/30/22. The agency referred Mr. Garcia for an intake assessment with 
the Batterer’s Intervention Program and provided Ms. Garcia with 
information about the local Women’s Place domestic violence shelter 
and victims’ support advocate. 

Mother’s attorney Mr. Jones states his client is satisfied with the 
referrals and efforts made by ODHS at this time. 

Father’s attorney Ms. Smith states her client is also satisfied with the 
referrals made though wishes more services were available on the 
weekend. 

A Family Engagement Meeting occurred on 12/18/21 and both parents 
attended.  
 

X  

5. ODHS made reasonable efforts in accordance with the case plan 
to place the youth in a timely manner, and complete the steps 
necessary to finalize the permanent placement, including an 
interstate placement if appropriate. 

The plan under review is Reunification. 

N/A  

6. The parents have made sufficient progress to make it possible for 
the youth to safely return home. 

According to ODHS records, Ms. Garcia engaged in intensive 
outpatient services quickly after jurisdiction. She has now been moved 
to regular outpatient services and reports from her treatment provider 
are that she is engaged and doing well managing her sobriety. A week 
after starting regular outpatient services, Ms. Garcia had one positive 
UA but has not had any positive UAs since. She has started attending 
AA/NA meetings but has not found a sponsor yet. Ms. Garcia is more 
recently showing an interest in attending the parenting classes for 
parents of LGBTQ+ teenagers but has not signed up yet. She says 
that she is interested in engaging in family counseling when Electra is 
ready. Ms. Garcia has had one phone call with Electra’s counselor 
since this case started in order to better understand Electra’s mental 

X 

Ms. 
Garcia 

X 

Mr. 
Garcia 



FINDINGS Yes No 
health needs. 

Ms. Garcia acknowledges that her husband has not committed to the 
same level of engagement as she has but feels he just needs a little 
more time to come around. Ms. Garcia’s visits with Electra, while 
awkward and challenging at times, are safe and appropriate. 

ODHS and attorney Mr. Jones report Ms. Garcia is making great 
progress so far. 

According to ODHS records, Mr. Garcia had a substance abuse 
evaluation on 4/2/22 and was recommended for intensive outpatient 
services. He reports that he is too busy to engage in treatment. He 
says he uses marijuana for back pain so he will not be able to 
participate in any substance abuse treatment services anyway, since 
they do not tend to permit use of any substances. He reports he has 
been to a few AA meetings. He has not been participating in the UA 
program. There are reports that he continues to use substances 
frequently and that this is beginning to interfere with life obligations like 
work, but that his boss is one of his friends from high school and gives 
him a lot of leeway. 

Mr. Garcia has not completed the Batterer’s Intervention Program 
intake assessment yet. Several intake appointments have been 
scheduled and rescheduled when he was unable to make it. 

Mr. Garcia continues to struggle with Electra’s nonbinary gender 
identity and reports Electra will get over it in a couple of years. He 
does not agree with Electra’s treatment plan including mental health 
medications, as he believes Electra simply needs tough love and 
structure. He has not yet started a parenting class. He reports that 
Electra is manipulating the child welfare system to get out of a 
household that has rules, and into one where Electra can do 
“whatever, whenever.” 

Ms. Smith states it is important for Mr. Garcia to keep his job as he is 
the primary income for the family and Electra needs a home to return 
to. She requests ODHS look at scheduling parenting time on the 
weekend so Mr. Garcia can have more time with Electra.  

7. ODHS has made sufficient efforts in developing the concurrent 
permanency plan. 

ODHS started a thorough relative search and has spoken with the 
maternal aunt about her desire to be a long-term resource. ODHS is 
helping to coordinate the aunt’s visit next month during Electra’s 
summer vacation. 

ODHS reports that Electra’s current placement has also indicated a 
willingness to serve as a potential permanent resource if needed, 
preferably through guardianship rather than adoption. 

The ASFA timelines were explained to parents at the Family 

X  



FINDINGS Yes No 
Engagement Meeting. Electra has been involved in conversations 
about concurrent planning. ODHS has collected Electra’s birth 
certificate and medical records. Father’s Questionnaire and ICWA 
documentation are on file. 

 
8. ODHS is in compliance with the case plan and court orders. 

ODHS has maintained consistent contact with Electra at least monthly 
(and at least every other month in Electra’s placement) in compliance 
with agency policy and law. The agency has also referred the parents 
for all court-ordered services in a timely fashion. 

Reason for “no” finding: The agency has not ensured that services 
are in place to safeguard Electra’s health and well-being. Please see 
concerns noted in Finding #3A. 

 X 

9. The permanency plan is the most appropriate plan for the youth. 

The permanency plan is reunification. 

CASA supports continuation of the plan of reunification. 

Youth’s attorney Mr. Parker indicates that Electra was not at all open 
to the idea of reunification until very recently, but they were willing to 
have a conversation about it in preparation for this CRB review. Ms. 
Garcia’s progress has both surprised and encouraged Electra, who is 
tentatively hopeful at this point. While Electra is adamant that they 
want to remain in their current resource home, the ultimate plan of 
reunification is not objectionable for now. Therefore, Mr. Parker is not 
advocating for a change of permanency plan at this time. 

The board finds the permanency plan of reunification is still the most 
appropriate plan at this early time in the case. 

X  

10. There is a continuing need for placement. 

The parents have not yet met Conditions for Return. Safety issues 
related to substance abuse and Electra’s mental health needs still 
remain. 

ODHS reports an estimated date to leave care as 1/4/23.  

X  

 
Additional Finding(s): 
 

a. The board congratulated Ms. Garcia on her new sobriety and hard work. 
b. This case is next due for review by the CRB on 11/10/22. If a permanency 

hearing is held on or before that date, the date for the next CRB would change to 
avoid duplication of the requirement for review.   

c. A permanency hearing is set for 1/4/23 at 10:30 am. 
 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 



1. ODHS reach out to Electra’s school to request that Electra be assessed for a 504 Plan. 
2. ODHS make a referral for an orthodontic assessment for Electra.  
3. ODHS move family visits to a more natural community setting as soon as possible and 

provide opportunities for contact on evenings or weekends to avoid conflicting with Mr. 
Garcia’s work schedule. 

 
Allison Nolan 05/12/2021 Sue Land 

Board Member Date Field Manager 
 

***************************************************************** 
Pursuant to state law, ODHS must notify the Citizen Review Board within 17 days of receipt of 
this report when the Agency does not intend to implement the above recommendations.  ODHS 
may notify the CRB by completion of the forms provided for that purpose.  Mail the form to: 
Citizen Review Board, 1163 State St., Salem, OR 97301. 

 
Parents may request the court to conduct a review hearing.



 

ELECTRA L GARCIA 20JU12345 
 

 
 

COURT RESPONSE 
TO CRB FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
 
The above youth was reviewed by the Flint County CRB on 05/12/2021. 
 
 

 The Court will set a hearing and provide notice to the parties.   

 No additional hearing(s) needs to be set at this time.  

 The Court requests CRB review this case again in:  

   3 months      6 months 

 Other ______________________________________________ 

 
Note to Board:  
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                                                                                 Tracy Lee  
           503-872-0000 
           123 Quail Rd.  

Flint, OR 97000 
 

Family Report 
Report to: Flint County 

Case Name: Lydia Garcia Case Number: 345678 
In the matter of: 
Electra Jacynda Garcia (21JU12345) 
  

Date of Report: 10/01/2022 

    

Type of Hearing: CRB Date of Hearing: 11/10/2022 

Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA) Applies: No 

If ICWA Pending, explain: N/A 

Refugee Case:   No  
 

THE DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES (DHS) REQUESTS: 
☒ Continue current plan 
☐ Change plan 
☐ Dismissal  
☐ Order for specific service or action 
☐ Seeking court guidance on a specific question or topic 
☐ Other 
 

 
NOTICES 

All Grandparents Notified: Yes 
Explain the reason why grandparents were not notified: n/a 
 

 
All Resource Parents Notified: Yes 
Explain the reason why resource parents were not notified: n/a 
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Tribes Notified: N/A 
Explain the reason why Tribes were not notified: N/A 
 

 
 

PARENTS/GUARDIANS 
 

Basic Information 
 
Name: Lydia Garcia 

DOB: 08/23/1983 Age: 39 Language: English  Whereabouts: 12345 Brunson 
Ave, Flint OR 97000 

Refugee Status: N/A Tribal Affiliation: N/A 

Attorney: William Jones Guardian Ad Litem: N/A 
 
Name: Jon Garcia 

DOB: 06/17/1979 Age: 43 Language: English  Whereabouts: 12345 Brunson 
Ave, Flint OR 97000 

Refugee Status: N/A Tribal Affiliation: N/A 

Attorney: Beverly Smith Guardian Ad Litem: N/A 
 

CHILDREN/YOUNG ADULT 
 

Basic Information 
 

Name: Electra Jacynda Garcia 

DOB: 10/21/2008 Age: 13 ICWA Status: No 

Tribal Affiliation: N/A Refugee Status: N/A 

Parent/Guardian: Lydia Garcia  Paternity Status: Not Applicable 

Parent/Guardian: Jon Garcia Paternity Status: Legal/Biological 

Pending Paternity Issues: N/A 

Primary Plan: Reunification Concurrent Plan: Adoption 

Date of Jurisdiction: 12/31/2021 
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Electra Garcia 

Basis for Jurisdiction (Allegations) Status Status 
Date 

The mother’s substance abuse, if left untreated, interferes with 
her ability to safely parent.  Admitted 12/31/2021 

 
The child has emotional, mental health, and/or behavioral 
problems that require structure, supervision and treatment. The 
mother needs the assistance of the court and the agency to 
develop parenting skills to safely meet the child’s needs. 

Admitted 12/31/2021 

The mother’s chaotic lifestyle impairs her ability to safely parent. Dismissed 12/31/2021 

The father’s substance abuse, if left untreated, interferes with his 
ability to safely parent.  Admitted 12/31/2021 

The child has emotional, mental health, and/or behavioral 
problems that require structure, supervision and treatment. The 
father needs the assistance of the court and the agency to 
develop parenting skills to safely meet the child’s needs. 

Admitted 12/31/2021 

The father’s chaotic lifestyle impairs his ability to safely parent. Dismissed 12/31/2021 

The father has subjected the mother to domestic violence, 
creating a risk of harm to the child. Admitted 12/31/2021 

 
Collaterals 

Child Attorney: Harrison Parker         

Court Appointed Special Advocate: Teresa Schmitt 

Appointed Educational Surrogate: N/A 

Tribal Worker: N/A 

Qualified Expert Witness: N/A 
 

Child/Young Adult Update 
 
Provided Services Start Date End Date 
CANS Screening 11/10/2021 11/10/2021 

 Mental Health Assessment Referral 11/10/2021 11/10/2021 
 
Describe how the child/young adult is doing: 
Electra (who is going by initials E.J.) uses they/them pronouns. EJ is doing well in school this year 
so far, which is a huge improvement from last year. EJ identifies as nonbinary and is involved in a 
local LGBTQIA+ support group. They continue to engage in individual counseling weekly. Due to 
concerns about self-harm and suicidal ideation, they have a CANS supervision level of 3. 
Medication management is occurring through their psychiatrist. They continue to struggle with 
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anxiety in some settings, but this has been improving lately. In the last month with Mr. Garcia out of 
the home, EJ agreed to participate in family therapy with Ms. Garcia.   

 
Describe how the child/young adult was involved with the development of the case plan: 
EJ is a strong advocate for their needs and has input regularly into the case plan. ODHS has 
contact with EJ at least once a month though usually more by text, and takes feedback from EJ’s 
therapeutic team.  

 
Placements 

 
Placement Setting Start Date End Date 
Provider 987654 04/13/2022   

Provider 345987 11/02/2021 04/12/2022 

Provider 321724 10/28/2021 11/01/2021 
Number of Days in Care: 337 

Number of Out-of-Home Placements: 03 

Describe how the current placement meets the child/young adult's physical, emotional, and 
educational needs: 
The current Resource Family is one that EJ chose. This family was known to EJ through their 
LGBTQIA+ youth group. This family is knowledgeable about LGBTQ+ youth as well as youth 
struggling with mental health diagnoses and trauma. They work closely with EJ’s treatment team. 
The Resource Family is fully certified as of 9/26/21. 

 
  

Diligent Efforts to Place with Relatives and Siblings 
 
Efforts to place child/young adult with relatives or person with a caregiver relationship: 
Initial relative search was completed on 1/10/2022. Letters were sent to 32 relatives, 10 responses 
were received. Several relatives were interested in having some contact with Electra, but not in 
being a placement resource. There is a maternal aunt who resides out of state who is interested in 
being a long-term resource if needed. 

 
Additional relative information: 
EJ does not have a relationship with many relatives as the family was not in contact with extended 
relatives for the last 7+ years. EJ would like to have contact with their grandparents and maternal 
aunt but also is anxious about meeting relatives they do not remember and not understanding the 
challenging family dynamics and historical “drama” between the relatives and Mr. and Mrs. Garcia.   

 
Are siblings placed together?  Not Applicable 
Efforts being made to place siblings together: N/A 

 
Is it the best interest of the child/young adult to be placed separately: N/A 
Reasons why it is in the best interest of the child/young adult to be placed separately: N/A 
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Visits & Face-to-Face Contacts 
 
Number of Face-to-Face Contacts with CW (cumulative): 5 
 
Face-to-Face Contacts for the last six months (dates and locations) 
Date Worker Making Contact Location 

10/01/2022 Tracy Lee Appointment 

09/06/2022 Tracy Lee Substitute Care/Child Placement 

05/25/2022 Tracy Lee Court Hearing/CRB 

04/18/2022 Tracy Lee Substitute Care/Child Placement 

03/10/2022 Tracy Lee Appointment 
 
Visitations for the last six months 
Number of 
Visits Visitation With 

42 Lydia Garcia  

3 Jon Garcia  

 
Notes about visits/parenting time: 
Parenting time with Ms. Garcia occurs weekly in the community and is supervised by Resource 
Parents. Mr. Garcia and Ms. Garcia are not currently living together, and Mr. Garcia has stopped 
responding to this worker’s attempts to reach him. He is currently whereabouts unknown. He does 
not participate in visits, though they have been offered.  

 
Education 

 
Attendance Status: Full Time 
 
Current Grade Level: 8th 
 
School History Start Date End Date 

Washington High School    

Jefferson Middle School 09/09/2019  

Roosevelt Elementary School 09/07/2013 06/13/2019 
 
Skills Grade Level Performance 

Math At Grade Level 
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Reading  At Grade Level 
 
Child/Young adult is performing at grade level: Yes 
Please explain below: EJ is a dedicated student and is already talking about plans to attend 
college to major in psychology or music education. This school year has just started but EJ is 
performing at grade level so far, which is an improvement from last year. EJ has missed two days 
this semester for illness, but with increased supports EJ is attending classes and turning in 
assignments on time. 

 
Child/Young adult is on an Individualized Education Plan (IEP) or 504 Plan: Yes 
Please explain below: At the end of the 2021-2022 school year, EJ was assessed for a 504 Plan 
and found to qualify on the basis of mental health diagnoses. EJ now receives accommodations 
and extra support around testing and homework assignments, and can take breaks during the day 
if needed. EJ attends some classes online and attends school in person two days per week. This 
schedule has worked well to meet their needs. EJ also receives special assistance from CASA for 
informal tutoring and help with accountability around turning in homework assignments. 

 
Update on how the child/young adult is doing in school: 
See above. EJ is now involved in wraparound services and the wrap team meets monthly at school. 
EJ liked having the option to do schooling online as it reduced their anxiety in general, but EJ’s 
therapist and resource parents encouraged them to try in person school this year for at least one 
month to give it a try. EJ did this and reports wanting to now continue in in-person schooling. EJ’s 
CASA has been meeting with EJ once per week to go through assignments that are due, to help 
ease EJ’s anxiety around failing or turning in incorrect assignments. This has dramatically 
increased EJ’s motivation to complete work. Teachers report EJ is attending school consistently 
this school year so far, and is maintaining good grades with the assistance of CASA, the 504 Plan 
accommodations, and support from resource parents and the wrap team. 

 
Health 

 

Current Health Care Providers Last Appointment 

Medical: Flint Pediatric 05/25/2022 

Dentist: Flint Dentistry 12/07/2021 

Eye Doctor: n/a   

Mental Health: Flint Behavioral Health 11/20/2021 
  
Medication Types Prescription Start Date 

Sertaline   12/20/2021 
 
Psychotropic Medications reviewed per policy:  Not Applicable 
Please explain why psychotropic medications were not reviewed: N/A 

 
Immunizations up to date: Yes 
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Please describe plan to update immunizations below: N/A 
 
Update on child/young adult’s health: 
EJ has been to their doctor for a physical exam with no health concerns noted. EJ’s anxiety 
medication is prescribed by a psychiatrist at Flint Behavioral Health who does med management 
monthly. EJ’s last dental exam noted no cavities but did recommend an orthodontic assessment. 
EJ has had an orthodontic assessment this summer and the orthodontist recommended a device to 
correct their bite, surgery is not needed at this time. EJ will need to wear this device for two years 
and have it adjusted every 3 months. This worker has learned that pediatric cleft palate-related 
orthodontic needs can be covered by OHP. 

 
Cultural and Social Activities 

 
Describe how DHS makes sure the child/young adult takes part in culturally supportive or 
developmentally suitable activities. Also tell how the care provider supports and encourages 
these activities: 
EJ enjoys electronic music, arts and crafts, and skateboarding. The Resource Family has 
purchased a variety of art supplies for EJ. An extracurricular art class was offered to EJ, but they 
declined and signed up for a digital media art elective in school this year instead. They also 
participated in a multimedia film day camp this summer and reportedly loved it. EJ enjoys attending 
their LGBTQ+ youth group and has developed some close friendships there. 

 
Independent Living Transition 

 

Youth Transition Activities Date Occurred 

Referred to Independent Living Program (ILP): n/a 

Life Skills Assessment Complete/Update n/a 

Credit Report Reviewed: n/a 

Youth Signed the Foster Care Bill of Rights: 11/15/2021 

Most Recent Transition Plan Completed: n/a 
 
Youth was given option to invite two additional members for Transition Planning: n/a 
Please explain why youth was not given this option:   

 
Services offered and efforts made to support the Transition Plan: 
 

 

Diploma and Certificate Information 

Highest Grade Level Completed: Seven 

Number of High School Credits Earned:  0 
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Expected Date of Graduation:  June 2027 

High School Diploma:   

GED Certificate:   

Modified Diploma/Cert of Completion:   

Extended Diploma:   

Alternative Diploma:   
 
Employment 

Employment Status: EJ is not employed currently.  

Start Date of Current Employment:  
 

PARENT/GUARDIAN: Lydia Garcia 
 

Engagement 
 
Number of Face-to-Face Contacts with Caseworker (last 6 months): 5 
 
Describe what this parent/guardian wants the team to know about their family and their 
family's culture: 
Ms. Garcia reports her family relationships are strained and she was cut off from her family as they 
didn’t support the choices she was making and didn’t approve of the relationship with Mr. Garcia. 
Her family relationships growing up were not always healthy and she spent some time in foster care 
herself due to her father’s substance abuse and domestic violence. She would like to reconnect 
with her mother but is unsure how to start the process. Ms. Garcia reports that the most important 
part of her life is being a mom. 
She enjoys traditional Christian holidays and attends a Catholic church periodically. She would like 
to see EJ involved in a church, and reports taking EJ previously. EJ was asked if they would like to 
attend church with Ms. Garcia and EJ said on Christmas Eve it would be ok. EJ reports that Ms. 
Garcia did not ever take them to church except on holidays. 

 
Describe additional information on parenting time: 
Ms. Garcia and EJ see each other usually about once per week, sometimes more frequently. Visits 
are held in the community with resource parents supervising. Ms. Garcia often comes over for 
dinner. Family counseling between EJ and mom is scheduled to begin later this month.  

 
Describe the agency's efforts to engage the parent/guardian in the case plan: 
ODHS meets with Ms. Garcia monthly to check in on the Action Agreement. 

 
Connections with Community and Natural Supports: 
Ms. Garcia reports relying on her roommate as a healthy support as well as several peers in her 
treatment program. She also has reported feeling a little lonely at times especially after separating 
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from Mr. Garcia and with EJ having been removed from the home. This worker has encouraged her 
to build community with other parents of LGBTQ+ youth or at her church. 

  
Connections with Tribe, Community, and Natural Supports: 
N/A 

 
Conditions for Return 

 
Conditions for Return - Describe what is needed to return the children to this parent/guardian 
safely: 

1. There is a home-like setting where the parents and Electra live? NOT MET - Ms. Garcia 
works part time and is currently renting a room from a coworker. Electra could not be placed 
here as children are not permitted on the coworker’s lease. 

2. The home is calm enough to allow for safety service providers and activities to occur? NOT 
MET – The prohibition on children living in the home prevents safety service providers and 
activities of reunification to occur in the home. This is also a temporary month-to-month 
situation and Ms. Garcia is currently looking for more stable housing. 

3. At least one parent is willing to cooperate with an in-home plan? MET- Ms. Garcia expresses 
she is willing to have people in the home to assist once Electra returns. She has been highly 
cooperative and stays in contact with caseworker. 

4. The necessary and sustainable safety resources are available? MET- Ms. Garcia has 
submitted information for a friend from her AA group who could be approved as a safety 
service provider, and would be willing to assist with implementation of an in-home plan as 
long as it was not long-term.  

 
  

Progress toward Conditions for Return: 
The parents are currently separated and Mr. Garcia’s whereabouts are currently unknown. Ms. 
Garcia is still in outpatient treatment and is involved in aftercare services including attending NA/AA 
meetings. She has a sponsor and is working the steps. However, Ms. Garcia had a positive UA for 
alcohol about 6 weeks ago, then had a clean UA a week after that, and now has not made it to the 
last 3 scheduled UAs. She is at risk of being discharged from outpatient treatment for 
noncompliance. Ms. Garcia completed a general parenting class that was offered this summer 
through her treatment program. 
 
Ms. Garcia has shown that she is beginning to understand how to support EJ’s mental health needs 
including the importance of maintaining regular counseling and medication management 
appointments for EJ. She encourages EJ to attend these appointments. Ms. Garcia is eager to 
repair her relationship with EJ. 

 
Expected Outcomes 

 
Strengths – Enhanced Protective Capacity 
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Describe strengths the parent/guardian has that can help protect the children from each 
identified safety threat: 
Ms. Garcia sets aside her needs in favor of the child. 
She has shown that despite her strong desire for EJ to return home now, she understands EJ 
needs more time in family counseling to build their trust back up. She continues to address her 
substance dependency. 
Ms. Garcia is adaptive as a caregiver. 
She is working hard to implement new ways of parenting and communicating with EJ.  
Ms. Garcia is aligned with Electra. 
She is reaching out to learn more about parenting a LGBTQ+ youth and expresses wanting to 
support EJ better.  
Ms. Garcia is demonstrating impulse control. 
She graduated from outpatient treatment and continues in aftercare services. She had one relapse 
this August when she received news that her dog, who was being cared for by a volunteer from the 
Humane Society, had escaped the yard and was struck and killed by a car. Ms. Garcia reached out 
for help and demonstrated appropriate transparency and reliance on healthy supports. After that 
experience, she maintained sobriety until she stopped showing for UAs. There is some indication 
that she may be using again and is not reaching out for help as she did last time. 

 
Challenges – Diminished Protective Capacity  
Describe challenges that have been a barrier to the parent/guardian’s ability to protect the 
children from each identified safety threat: The parent is not emotionally able to intervene to 
protect the child. 
Ms. Garcia reports she is unsure how to speak with Mr. Garcia when he is struggling to be 
empathetic with EJ’s mental health needs. She reports that Mr. Garcia is a very traditional “man of 
the house” and she struggles to stand up to him for herself or EJ. Ms. Garcia is now separated from 
Mr. Garcia. She has not engaged in domestic abuse survivor’s services although they have been 
offered to her. 
Expected Outcomes - Regarding this challenge, what needs to change for the case to close: 
Ms. Garcia will understand her protective role and feels confident in using the skills learned to 
protect and advocate for EJ.   
Progress: Ms. Garcia has an upcoming appointment to begin family counseling with EJ. She has 
made at least one or two phone calls to EJ’s service providers to understand EJ’s needs but has 
not been consistent with that. She states that she would like to be involved with a support group for 
parents of LGBTQ+ teens but has not located one yet.  
Expected Outcome Status: Goal not Achieved.  

 
Services to Support Expected Outcomes 
Provider 
Name Service Category Service Type Start Date End Date  Court 

Ordered  
Addiction 
Recover 
Team 
Services 
 
Flint 
County 

A/D Services/Support 
 
 
 
 
Counseling/therapeutic 
services 
 

A/D assessment 
 
 
 
 
Family Counseling 
 
 

01/02/2022 
 
 
 
 
08/14/2022 
 
 

02/28/2022 
 
 
 
 
Ongoing 
 
 

Yes  
 
 
 
 
Yes 
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Mental 
Health 
 
Intensive 
Treatment 
Recovery 
Services  
(ITRS) 
 
Flint 
County 
Mental 
Health 

 
 
A/D Services/Support 
 
 
 
 
 
DV/Batterer’s 
Intervention 
 
 

 
 
A/D 
evaluation/treatment 
 
 
 
 
Domestic violence 
survivors support 
group/training 
 

 
 
01/15/2022 
 
 
 
 
 
08/01/2022 
 
 
 

 
 
07/01/2022 
 
 
 
 
 
Ongoing 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Yes 
 
 
 
 
No 
 
 
 

 
 
 

PARENT/GUARDIAN: Jon Garcia 
 

Engagement 
 
Number of Face-to-Face Contacts with Caseworker (last 6 months): 2 
 
Describe what this parent/guardian wants the team to know about their family and their 
family's culture: 
Mr. Garcia is also estranged from much of his family and reports he is a “lone wolf” type, although 
he prides himself on being a provider for his family. Mr. Garcia moved out 4 months ago and 
stopped returning ODHS phone calls and texts. Ms. Garcia has not heard from him and he remains 
whereabouts unknown. 

 
Describe additional information on parenting time: 
Mr. Garcia started attending parenting time with Electra on the weekends in June 2021. He did this 
for about a month but appeared to continue to use alcohol to excess approx. daily. There were 
reports he also was using methamphetamines, but this was unconfirmed because he would not 
take a UA. It appears that he lost his job and/or quit in early July. Ms. Garcia reports that Mr. Garcia 
was accused of stealing from work and either quit or was fired at that time. His last visit with EJ was 
at the end of June. 

 
Describe the agency's efforts to engage the parent/guardian in the case plan: 
ODHS had been attempting monthly contact with Mr. Garcia and recently submitted an absent 
parent search. 

 
Connections with Community and Natural Supports: 
Mr. Garcia has a few friends in southern Oregon and in Flint County that he keeps in touch with, 
and was close to his boss. He is not in touch with any relatives and did not want to provide any 
information to ODHS about relatives. 

  
Connections with Tribe, Community, and Natural Supports: 
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N/A 
 

Conditions for Return 
 
Conditions for Return - Describe what is needed to return the children to this parent/guardian 
safely: 

5. There is a home-like setting where the parents and Electra live? NOT MET – It is unclear 
where Mr. Garcia is currently living. 

6. The home is calm enough to allow for safety service providers and activities to occur? NOT 
MET  

7. At least one parent is willing to cooperate with an in-home plan? NOT MET – Mr. Garcia is 
not communicating with the agency at all.  

8. The necessary and sustainable safety resources are available? NOT MET – Mr. Garcia has 
not identified anyone in his life who could help supervise a reunification with EJ. 

 

Progress toward Conditions for Return: 
Mr. Garcia has not made progress towards Conditions for Return at this time.  

 
Expected Outcomes 

 
Strengths – Enhanced Protective Capacity 

Describe strengths the parent/guardian has that can help protect the children from each 
identified safety threat: 
Mr. Garcia had a brief period of sobriety from alcohol earlier in this case. He prides himself on 
working hard to provide for his family.  

 
Challenges – Diminished Protective Capacity  
Describe challenges that have been a barrier to the parent/guardian’s ability to protect the 
children from each identified safety threat: Mr. Garcia is not aligned with EJ and does not 
understand EJ’s needs. 
Expected Outcomes - Regarding this challenge, what needs to change for the case to close: 
Mr. Garcia will engage in family counseling and seek out education regarding how to parent 
LGBTQ+ youth.  
Progress: Mr. Garcia hasn’t engaged in family counseling or parenting classes. 

Expected Outcome Status: Goal not Achieved. 
 
Challenges – Diminished Protective Capacity  
Describe challenges that have been a barrier to the parent/guardian’s ability to protect the 
children from each identified safety threat: Mr. Garcia has not been able to achieve or maintain 
sobriety. 
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Expected Outcomes - Regarding this challenge, what needs to change for the case to close: 
Mr. Garcia will engage in substance abuse treatment. He will demonstrate sobriety or healthy use 
of legal substances such that it does not interfere with his ability to meet Electra’s needs. 
Progress: Mr. Garcia has not engaged in treatment or achieved sobriety.  

Expected Outcome Status: Goal not Achieved. 
 
Challenges – Diminished Protective Capacity  
Describe challenges that have been a barrier to the parent/guardian’s ability to protect the 
children from each identified safety threat: Mr. Garcia has not taken responsibility for domestic 
violence occurring in the home or engaged in any BIP treatment. 
Expected Outcomes - Regarding this challenge, what needs to change for the case to close: 
Mr. Garcia will acknowledge how his actions impact his family especially EJ. Mr. Garcia will learn 
nonviolent communication/parenting techniques. 
Progress: Mr. Garcia has not engaged in treatment or made progress yet. 

Expected Outcome Status: Goal not Achieved. 
 
Services to Support Expected Outcomes 
Provider 
Name 

Service 
Category Service Type Start Date End Date  Court 

Ordered  
Addiction 
Recover 
Team 
Services 
 
Flint County 
Mental Health 
 
Intensive 
Treatment 
Recovery 
Services  
(ITRS) 

A/D 
Services/Support 
 
 
 
DV/Batterer’s 
Intervention 
 
 
 
A/D 
Services/Support 

A/D assessment 
 
 
 
 
Batterer’s 
Intervention 
Assessment/Training 
 
 
A/D 
evaluation/treatment 

01/02/2021 
 
 
 
 
01/15/2021 
 
 
 
 
04/15/2021 

04/01/2021 
 
 
 
 
3/10/2021 
 
 
 
 
Ongoing 

 
Yes  
 
 
 
Yes 
 
 
 
 
Yes 

 
REASONABLE OR ACTIVE EFFORTS REGARDING PLANNING 

Electra Garcia (21JU12345) 
 
Primary Plan: Reunification 
 
Additional reasonable efforts to support the child returning or remaining home with 
parents/guardians not stated in Parents/Guardians section above: 
Family Engagement Meeting 
Bus passes to get to appointments/visits 
LGBTQ+ youth educational materials and parenting class referral 
Visitation offered 
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Concurrent Plan: Adoption 
 
Efforts to develop the Concurrent Plan: 
ODHS has searched for relatives and ASFA timelines have been explained to the parents. EJ has 
been consulted on the concurrent permanency plan and reports they would like to stay in their 
current placement if they can’t return home. EJ does not want to be adopted but understands a 
guardianship and prefers that. EJ’s birth certificate and medical records have been gathered and 
ICWA forms are complete. EJ’s paternal aunt Maria Garcia-Rodriguez who lives out of state is 
willing to be a permanent placement resource for EJ. The agency has paid for the aunt’s travel and 
lodging expenses so she could come visit Oregon this past summer. EJ enjoyed the time with Aunt 
Maria but they are still working on reconnecting and strengthening their relationship. They have 
each other’s contact information and reportedly do send text messages and pictures back and forth 
from time to time. Aunt Maria plans to visit for the weekend for EJ’s upcoming 14th birthday. 

   

 
 Efforts to engage the Family in the development the Concurrent Plan: 
ODHS has discussed the concurrent plan with both parents and with EJ. The current Resource 
Parents have also discussed concurrent planning with ODHS.  

 
Additional Efforts when Plan is Other than Remain Home or Reunification 
 
Efforts made to finalize the Permanent Plan: 
N/A 

 
COMPELLING REASONS DETERMINATION 

Electra Garcia (21JU12345) 
 

Compelling Reasons Adoption is not an Appropriate Plan 
 
Number of months in care out of 22: 11 
 

NEED FOR CONTINUANCE OF SUBSTITUTE CARE AND WARDSHIP 
Electra Garcia (21JU12345) 

 
The child/young adult remains in substitute care. DHS believes it is necessary for the 
child/young's safety and well-being to continue in substitute care because: 
 
☐ The intention is for the placement of the child/young adult to be permanent. The child/young 
adult continues to need DHS services available through the placement; OR 
 
☒ DHS believes substitute care continues to be necessary rather than returning the child/young 
adult home or taking prompt action to secure permanent placement because: Ms. Garcia is 
engaging in the needed services but needs further time in family counseling. Mr. Garcia needs 
housing where a child could be placed. 
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Expected timetable to place with a parent/guardian or other permanent placement: February 
2023 

 

Termination of the child/young adult's commitment to the legal custody of DHS is expected to 
occur on or by: August 2023 

Termination of wardship is expected on or by: August 2023.  

DHS asked the child/young adult to attend the hearing and offered transportation: Yes 
Explain the reason why:  
 

 
SIGNATURES 

Printed Name Signature Role Date Signed 
    

    

    

    

    

    

 
ATTACHMENTS 

☐ Action Agreement 
 
☐ Adoption Tracking sheet 
 
☐ Ongoing Safety Plan 
 
☐ Transition Plans for youth 
 
☐ Visit and Contact Plan 
 
☐ Other Attachments: n/a 
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Child ID Child Name Relative Name Relative Type Additional Information Contact/Review Date Contact Method Participation Level Contact Result Result Date 

10293928 Electra J. Garcia Relative Maternal 
Grandparent 

relative response letter sent. Emailed cw/cbay 11/10/2021 Letter    

Relative Maternal Uncle Accurint search, listed as relative to mom; Mailed 
267/AM; 

11/10/2021 Letter    

Relative Other Accurint search, listed as relative to dad Mailed 
267/AM; 

11/10/2021 Letter    

Relative Other Accurint search, listed as relative to dad; Mailed 
267/AM; 

11/10/2021 Letter    

Relative Other Accurint search, listed as relative to dad; Mailed 
267/AM;11/15/21-rtn undeliverable (PO Box 804); 
Unable to find updated address/AM; 

11/10/2021 Letter  Returned 
Undeliverable 

11/15/2021 

Relative Other Accurint search, listed as relative to dad; Mailed 
267/AM; 

11/10/2021 Letter    

Relative Maternal Cousin (1st 
Once Removed) 

Listed as cousin to mom via social media (Child of aunt 
Maria; Accurint search; mailed 267/AM; 

11/10/2021 Letter    

Relative Other Accurint search, listed as relative to dad; Mailed 
267/AM; 

11/10/2021 Letter    

Relative Maternal Cousin (1st 
Once Removed) 

Listed as cousin to Electra via social media (child of 
paternal uncle Joe); Accurint search; 

11/10/2021     

Relative Maternal Cousin (1st 
Once Removed) 

 11/10/2021     

Relative Other  11/10/2021     

Relative Maternal Uncle 
(Great) 

 11/10/2021     

Relative Other Relative of MGM; Mailed 267/AM; 11/10/2021 Letter No Desired Participation Response Received 12/22/2021 
Relative Maternal 

Grandparent 
Accurint search, listed as associate to (gma); Mailed 
267/AM; was married to MGM, adopted mom; Has had 

11/10/2021 Letter    

11/29/2021 Phone No Desired Participation   
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no contact since divorce in 2001. No contact, no 
placement, emailed cw/AM; 

Relative Maternal Cousin (1st 
Once Removed) 

Listed as cousin to mom via social media; Accurint 
search; mailed 267/AM; doesn't have a relationship w/ 
mom, has never met youth. No contact or placement at 
this time, emailed cw/AM; 

11/10/2021 Letter    

12/4/2021 Phone No Desired Participation Response Received 8/26/2019 

Relative Maternal Aunt Accurint search,listed as relative to mom;Mailed 
267/AM;12/1/21-rcvd relative response, doesn't want 
contact, no temp/perm placement, emailed cw/AM; 

11/11/2021 Letter No Desired Participation Response Received  

Relative Maternal Uncle 
(Great) 

Listed as uncle to mom via social media; Accurint 
search; mailed 267/AM;11/21/21-rtn undeliverable 
(33337 Snokomo);12/10/21 - Accurint search, re-mailed 
267/AM; 

11/11/2021 Letter  Returned 
Undeliverable 

11/21/2021 

12/10/2021 Letter    

Relative Paternal Aunt Accurint search,listed as relative to dad Mailed 267/AM;  11/11/2021 Letter    

Relative Maternal Cousin (1st 
Once Removed) 

Listed as cousin to mom via social media (Child of 
…);Accurint search;mailed 267/AM; 

11/11/2021 Letter    

Relative Maternal Cousin (1st) Listed as niece to mom via social media;Accurint search; 
mailed 267/AM;8/28/19-rtn undeliverable (000 
Meadowbrook Ln);9/20/19-remailed 267/AM;11/6/19-rtn 
undeliverable(PO Box 000);12/19/19-remailed 267/AM; 

11/11/2021 Letter  Returned 
Undeliverable 

8/28/2019 

11/21/2021 Letter  Returned 
Undeliverable 

11/21/2021 

12/19/2021 Letter    

Relative Maternal Cousin (1st 
Once Removed) 

Listed as cousin to mom via social media;Accurint 
search;Mailed 267/AM; 

11/21/2021 Letter    

Relative Non-Relative  12/15/2021     

Relative Paternal 
Grandparent 

Relative response letter sent. Emailed cw/cbay 
1/2/2022 relative response letter received. MGM said 
yes to contact, no temp or permanent placement due 
to health issues. Emailed cw/cbay 

11/11/2021 Letter Contact Response Received 1/2/2022 
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Case Note Data 
 

   

     

 

Case Note ID Case Note Date Case Note Category Case Note Type Person ID Person Name Case Note Text 

24221156 12/1/2021 Relative/Family Cntc Relative/Family 
Contact 

10293928 Electra J. Garcia I called and spoke with adult son of cousin’s wife; Will have cousin call me back. 

24475196 12/1/2021 Relative/Family Cntc Relative/Family 
Contact 

10293928 Electra J. Garcia Called and left a message with PGF 

24478001 1/13/2022 Relative/Family Cntc Relative/Family 
Contact 

10293928 Electra J. Garcia Called Uncle Joe and Aunt Stephanie. Left message. 

24477995 1/14/2022 Relative/Family Cntc Relative/Family 
Contact 

10293928 Electra J. Garcia Relative called me and left a voicemail. She said that she got my message. 

24478038 2/19/2022 Relative/Family Cntc Relative/Family 
Contact 

10293928 Electra J. Garcia Email from relative search specialist regarding relative search. 
 

24478061 3/1/2022 Relative/Family Cntc Relative/Family 
Contact 

10293928 Electra J. Garcia Relative called me and I told her that I was calling because we have a court hearing coming up 
 

24478096 3/3/2022 Relative/Family Cntc Relative/Family 
Contact 

10293928 Electra J. Garcia I called MGM.  

24497991 4/2/2022 Relative/Family Cntc Relative/Family 
Contact 

10293928 Electra J. Garcia Called and left message for cousin Luciana. 
 
 

24508760 4/4/2022 Relative/Family Cntc Relative/Family 
Contact 

10293928 Electra J. Garcia Child's cousin returned my call. Does not know Electra or mom, uninterested in contact at this 
time. 

24508782 4/5/2022 Relative/Family Cntc Relative/Family 
Contact 

10293928 Electra J. Garcia Called and spoke to Aunt Maria about placement. Willing to be a placement, but only if no 
other Oregon placement can be found.  

24611304 4/10/2022 Relative/Family Cntc Relative/Family 
Contact 

10293928 Electra J. Garcia I called and spoke with Electra’s grandmother about Electra’s placement change. GMA cannot 
be a resource at this time due to personal stuff but asked for new address to mail a gift. 

24669530 5/8/2022 Relative/Family Cntc Relative/Family 
Contact 

10293928 Electra J. Garcia I received a relative response from Aunt Stephanie; She does not want any contact, nor is she 
interested in being a temp/perm placement. 
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Thanks,  
 
Relative search specialist  

24924506 9/27/2022 Relative/Family Cntc Relative/Family 
Contact 

10293928 Electra J. Garcia Spoke with paternal grandma. I notified her of CRB on November 10th   

24980978 9/28/2022 Relative/Family Cntc Relative/Family 
Contact 

10293928 Electra J. Garcia Called and talked to child’s grandma. I told her that youth asked about Thanksgiving with 
grandparents  

25293389 10/1/2022 Relative/Family Cntc Relative/Family 
Contact 

10293928 Electra J. Garcia Text messages between father’s cousin and I. 
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Placement History
Child's Last Name: GARCIA Child's First Name: ELECTRA
Child's Person ID: 10293928 DOB: 10/21/2008

Removal Date: 10/28/2020 Closure Date:  
Case 

ID 
Begin 
Date End Date End Reason Provider 

345678   04/13/2022

345678 10/28/2021 11/01/2021  Moved to New Service 321724 

345987 

Service Type 

Family Shelter 
Care NonRelative 
Family Foster Care 
NonRelative 

Family Foster Care 
NonRelative 

Placement Setting Status 

NonRelative Family Foster 
Care 
NonRelative Family Foster 
Care

NonRelative Family Foster 
Care

Page 1 of 1

5/25/2021https://orkids-prd.dhs.sdc.pvt/orkids/html/AutoClose.jsp

987654 

345678 11/02/2021 04/12/2022  Moved to New Service 
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